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Abstract
We present a robust method which compensates RS distortions in a single image using a set of image curves, basing on the knowledge that they correspond to 3D straight
lines. Unlike in existing work, no a priori knowledge about
the line directions (e.g. Manhattan World assumption) is
required. We first formulate a parametric equation for the
projection of a 3D straight line viewed by a moving rolling
shutter camera under a uniform motion model. Then we
propose a method which efficiently estimates ego angular
velocity separately from pose parameters, using at least
4 image curves. Moreover, we propose for the first time
a RANSAC-like strategy to select image curves which really correspond to 3D straight lines and reject those corresponding to actual curves in 3D world. A comparative
experimental study with both synthetic and real data from
famous benchmarks shows that the proposed method outperforms all the existing techniques from the state-of-theart.
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Figure 1: (a) An example of a distorted RS image. (b)Arc
segments detected by [13] using LSD detector [18] where
outliers are also considered in correction. In contrast, the
automatic feature selection in our method successfully filters outliers among detected candidate curves (d) and obtains correctly fitted curves (e). Final corrections by [13]
and our method are shown on (c) and (f).

1. Introduction
Rolling shutter cameras are widely-used for their lowcost and low consumption compared to global shutter (GS)
ones. However, in RS acquisition mode, pixels are exposed
sequentially row by row from the top to the bottom. Therefore, images captured by moving RS cameras will occur distortions (e.g. Wobble, Skew) called RS effects (shown in
Fig. 1(a)). The aim from RS correction is to obtain images
which not only are visually acceptable but also can serve as
input data for computer vision applications such as image
alignment or SfM.

1.1. Related Works and Motivation
The state-of-the-art works for RS image correction can
be divided into three main classes:
Video-based methods: Methods of [11, 3, 10, 4, 20] try to

recover the geometry between RS frames first, then to compensate RS effects by scanline realignment or RS-aware
warping. These methods all require pairwise or more point
correspondences obtained thanks to feature tracking and
matching, which may be data and/or time consuming.
Gyroscopes-based methods: Methods of [7, 9, 12] utilize
gyroscopes to measure camera ego-motion during acquisition and compensate RS effects directly. It is obvious that
the strong dependency on external sensors is a strong limitation on the practical use of these methods.
Single-image-based methods: Most of the methods in this
category are based on line features because straight lines
are generally abundant in man made environments such as
buildings interiors or urban cityspaces. Moreover, they are
both easy to detect and robust to partial occlusion. Fi-

nally, straight lines offers a convenient way to introduce
constraints on scene geometry. After line features had been
explored in object motion estimation [1] and visual navigation [19], 3D straight lines have been also used for solving single RS image correction problem based on straightness [15] or vanishing direction [13] constraints. Rengarajan et al. first developed a learning-based single RS correction method using CNN in [14]. Nevertheless, we point out
that existing single-image-based methods suffer from following disadvantages:
(i) Methods of [15, 14] correct RS by taking human visually pleasant as standards without considering correctness
of projection geometry. Thus, camera x and y axis egorotation are neglected during ego-motions estimation which
may lead to geometrical inconsistencies.
(ii) Methods of [15, 13] require that the MW assumption
is valid. This requires that the images feature at least two orthogonal vanishing directions. Beside the difficulty to find
such image features, nonorthogonal 3D lines and 3D curves
are also common in urban area. Since both them lack of
outlier filter process, strong deformations occurs in the final
correction (Fig. 1(b)(c)).
(iii) Nonlinear iterative solutions are used in [15, 13]
which are time-consuming and suffer from the risk of local minima due to the absence of any specific initial guess
estimation process.
In order to overcome disadvantages of the techniques
from the state-of-the art, we present a method which enables
us to compensate RS distortions using a set of image curves
which correspond to 3D straight lines with free unknown
directions. The method estimates linearly the camera egomotion and then compensates image distortions according
to the computed rotation. The presence of outlier curves
which do not correspond to actual 3D straight lines is also
addressed (Fig. 1(e)(f)).

1.2. Contributions and Paper Organization
After introducing the perspective projection model for
RS cameras, we show that the parameterization of the projection of a 3D straight line leads to a first, second or third
degree polynomial depending on the kinematic model considered during image acquisition. Then we show how to
linearly extract ego angular-velocity basing on a rotational
kinematic model with at least 4 curves. Finally, the image is corrected by compensating motion effects. The proposed method is integrated within a RANSAC-like framework which enables us to discard outlier curves which do
not correspond to 3D straight lines from one hand, and to
maximize the number of inlier curves which really correspond to 3D straight lines from the other hand. This step
is crucial because it makes the method robust to noise and
also fully automated. Our approach contributions can be
summarized as follows:

- The first Linear solution for the rotational ego-motion
estimation without pre-knowledge about directions of
3D straight lines or angles between these lines;
- The design of a practical automatic feature selection
strategy to pick image curves which really correspond
to 3D straight lines instead of 3D curves.
The rest of this paper organized as: Section. 2 presents
RS projection model and details the parameterization of the
projection of a 3D line into a RS camera under different
kinematic models. How to linearly extract camera rotational
velocity is explained in section. 3. The automatic feature
selection algorithm is presented in section. 4. Section. 5, is
dedicated to the evaluation of the proposed methods using
both synthetic and real data sets.

2. Straight Line Projection with RS
2.1. RS Camera Model
In the static case, a RS camera is equivalent to a GS one.
It follows the classical pinhole camera projection model
defined by intrinsic parameters matrix K, rotation R and
translation T between world and camera coordinate systems [5]:
>
>
s[mGS
i , 1] = K[R T][Pi , 1]

(1)

where s indicates a scale factor, Pi = [X, Y, Z] is a 3D
point in the world coordinate system and , mGS
= [ui , vi ]
i
is its projection on the frame.
For a moving RS camera, during frame exposure, each
row will be captured at a different pose. Therefore, for general camera motion model (with both angular and linear velocities), Eq. (1) becomes:
>
>
s[mRS
i , 1] = K[RδRi T + δTi ][Pi , 1]

(2)

where Ri and Ti are the rotation and the translation from
the first row to the i-th row. Usually frame readout time for
consumer cameras is short enough to make the assumption
that the camera is under uniform motion during acquisition.
Therefore, rotation and translation can be formulated with
this assumption based on small rotate approximation of Rodrigues and linear velocity formulas:
δRi = I + vi [ω]×

δTi = vi d

(3)

where I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, d is the linear velocity
while [ω]× indicates the antisymmetric matrix associated to
angular velocity ω = [ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ]> .

2.2. 3D Line Representation
In this paper we adopt the convenient formulation used
in [17] and which represents a 3D straight line in R3 as a
tuple L = < R, (a, b)) > with 4 degrees of freedom (DoF)
as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Table 1: Parametric representation of 3D straight line projection with different RS models
Camera model
GS camera
Linear RS camera
Rotate-only RS camera
Uniform RS camera

Projection equation
F1 u +GS F2 v +GS F3 = 0
Lin
F1 v 2 +Lin F2 vu +Lin F3 v +Lin F4 u +Lin F5 = 0
Rot
F1 v 2 +Rot F2 vu +Rot F3 v Rot + F4 u +Rot F5 = 0
U nif
F1 v 3 +U nif F2 v 2 u +U nif F3 v 2 +
U nif
F4 vu +U nif F5 v +U nif F6 u +U nif F7 = 0
GS

Curve type
Straight line
Hyperbolic curve
Hyperbolic curve
Cubic curve

Parameters
R,t
R,t,d
R,t,ω
R,t,d,ω

Image space projection. Image lines can be obtained as:
−1
mci = K>
mcip . Finally, we can write a projected 2D
line in image as follows:
GS

F1 u +GS F2 v +GS F3 = 0

(6)

2.4. 3D Line Projection with Uniform RS Model

Figure 2: 3D line representation. The line can be treated
as a line parallel to Z-axis passing through point (a, b, 0)
within XY -Plane (green line shown in the left figure) which
is then rotated by R to a new position (Shown on the right
part). Thus, the final straight line passes through point
R(ax + by), and is heading Rz.

Under the more realistic assumption of a uniform motion
with both angular and translational velocities, the camera
pose for v-th row can be denoted by Eq. (3) as:
Rc = ((I + [ω]× v])Rcw ))> Rw
tc = (tx , ty , tz )> = (Rw )> tw
c + dv
Finally we obtain a cubic curve:
U nif

2.3. 3D Line Projection with GS Camera

Rc = Rw
c Rw

tc = (tx , ty , tz )> = (Rw )> tw
c
(ac , bc ) = (aw − tx , bw − ty )

(4)

(8)

Seven coefficients are determined by K, 3D line parameters, camera pose and kinematic parameters (d, ω).
From the uniform model in Eq. (8), one can derive two
simpler models: linear RS model and rotate-only model
which assumes pure translation and pure rotation during
image acquisition. By either forcing the linear velocity d
or the angular velocity ω to be equal to 0 respectively, one
can obtain a hyperbolic curve. The parameterizations of 3D
line projection with different RS models are summarized in
table. 1.

3. Ego-Motion from 2D Curves
3.1. Comparison of the Three RS Models

Perspective projection.
The direction mcip =
[mx , my , mz ]> of a straight line on the image denoted as
mx u + my v + mz = 0 within a plane at z = 1 in the camera frame can be calculated by the cross product of Rz and
Rc (ac x + bc y):
mcip = ac Rc2 − bc Rc1

F1 v 3 +U nif F2 v 2 u +U nif F3 v 2 +U nif F4 vu
+U nif F5 v +U nif F6 u +U nif F7 = 0

Assuming a calibrated camera, intrinsic matrix K is
known. Schindler et al. prove that the projection of a 3D
line into a GS camera image can be divided into three main
steps [17]:
Transformation into camera coordinate frame. We
denote a 3D line in the world coordinate system as
< Rw , (aw , bw )) > and the transformation between the
camera coordinate frame and the world frame as Rw
c and
tw
c . The 3D straight line can be expressed in the camera
coordinate system as:

(7)

(5)

Where Rc2 and Rc1 are the second and first columns of Rc .

Some existing works argued that only angular-velocity
plays a main role for hand-held and vehicle devices [16, 2,
15, 13, 8]. Here, we give a further quantitative analysis of
both rotational and translational ego-motion effects on 3D
line projection. Although the linear RS model will introduce a hyperbolic curve, however, its second order coeffi>
>
Lin
cients Lin F1 = K−>
F2 =
22 (Rw21 Rw2 − Rw22 Rw1 )d,
−>
>
>
K11 (Rw11 Rw2 − Rw12 Rw1 )d are provable much smaller
compared to Lin F3 = K−>
22 (aw Rw22 − bw Rw21 ) +

K−>
31
K−>
11
Lin

Lin

K−>

F2 + K32
−>
22

Lin

>
F1 + (Rw31 R>
w2 − Rw32 Rw1 )d and

F4 = K−>
11 (aw Rw12 − bw Rw11 ) and can be ignored
in practice. The simulated data experiment shown in Fig. 3
confirmed that even with a high linear speed, Lin F1 , Lin F2
are relatively low, and projected curves (blue) are close to
straight lines as for GS case (green). In practice, the effect
of translational speed can be compensated by an increment
on the rotational speed. Therefore, we chose to extract the
angular velocity basing on the rotate-only RS model instead
of the uniform model. This assumption holds because the
translation during frame exposure is negligible in comparison with to the depth of the features to be used. Doing so,
it becomes possible to compensate rolling shutter effects of
the hole image independently from the depth associated to
each pixel. This is the key of the single-view based RS correction.

3.2. Linear 4-Curves Algorithm
Now, we introduce a 4-curves linear solution called R4C
to estimate ego-rotation basing on the RS rotate-only model.
Denoting the 3D line structural parameters as ac Rw2 −
bc Rw1 = [s1 , s2 , s3 ]> , for five hyperbolic coefficients of
each curve, we can formulate a group of equations:

F1 = K−>

22 (s1 ω3 − s3 ω1 )


−>

F2 = K11 (s3 ω2 − s2 ω3 )


K−>
K−>
−>
32
+ (s2 ω1 − s1 ω2 )
F3 = K22 s2 + F2 K31
−> + F1
K−>

11
22

−>


F4 = K11 s1


−>
F5 = K−>
11 s1 + K32 s2 + s3
(9)
where s1 , s2 and s3 are different for each curve.
From Eq. (9), s1 , s2 , s3 and ω3 can be substituted by ω1
and ω2 (more details are given in the supplemental materials). We can obtain a bivariate cubic polynomial. With new
coefficients C1 to C8 which are only determined by matrix
K and coefficients F1 to F5 . Now, by giving four curves,
we have:
C11
..
.
C14

···
..
.
···

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Projections of a 3D straight lines with different
RS camera kinematics. (a) A simulated 3D straight line
projected onto a 2D image as different forms of curves with
no ego-motion (green), translation-only (blue), rotate-only
(pink) and uniform ego-motion (yellow). Assuming the
depth from the 3D straight line to camera as 1 unit length.
Blue curves in (b) are the projection of a 3D line into a linear RS camera with linear velocities from 0.5 to 2.5 unit/s,
while green line is for the GS case. The variations of Lin F1 ,
Lin
F2 , Lin F3 and Lin F4 and constant value of GS F3 are
shown in (c).

(H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 , H5 )(ω1 4 , ω1 3 , ω1 2 , ω1 , 1)> = 0 (12)
Thus, Eq-11 turns into a bi-quadratic polynomial equation with one unknown (ω1 ). If more than 4 curves are available, parameter ω1 can be recovered by solving the non homogeneous linear system Eq. (12), after which ω2 will be
recovered using Eq-10. Then we calculate ω3 based on Eq9. Alternatively, one can solve the quartic and then pick
one of the four solutions as explained in the supplemental
material.
Finally, we compensate the effects of ω in order to correct RS image by performing a forward mapping (eliminating P with Eq-1 and Eq-2) to all pixels as:
mGS ∞KR(v)−1 K−1 mRS

(13)

C81
.. [ω 3 , ω 2 ω , ω 2 , ω 2 , ω ω , ω , ω , 1]> = 0
1
2
1
1
2
1 2
1
2
.

where, the procedure will map original points mRS to mGS
on global frame. R(v) is calculated by using Eq. (3).

C84

3.3. Degeneracies Analysis

(10)
By eliminating ω13 and ω22 ω1 , Eq. (10) becomes a two bivariables quadratic polynomial equations:
T11
T12

(a)

···
···

T61
[ω 2 , ω2 2 , ω1 ω2 , ω1 , ω2 , 1]> = 0
T62 1

(11)

Where coefficients T are calculated by coefficients C in Eq10. Again, we further substitute ω2 by ω1 and the 10 coefficients T in Eq. (11), then we obtain:

Generally, ego-motion estimation basing on projected
curves (namely on their coefficients F1 to F7 of Eq. (8))
leads to a unique solution {< Rw , (aw , bw )) >, ω}. Nevertheless, some degenerate or singular configurations leads to
ambiguous results on ω. We present three degenerate configurations (derivation details in supplemental material):
• Case 1: 3D line located within y-z-plane (aw = 0, bw =
∀x, Rw = (∀x, 0, 0)) and arbitrary ego-rotation along xaxis (ω = (∀x, 0, 0)).

Figure 4: Automatic actual 3D line selection. Both 3D straight lines and curves observed will be projected as 2D curves on
RS cameras under ego-motion. We firstly fit all detected curve pixels to hyperbolic polynomials and discard curves with big
fitting errors (red curves in step 1). In step 2, we randomly select putative sets of 4 curves (blue curves) and compute camera
ego-motion for each set. Then we correct all image candidate curves basing on the obtained ego-motion and compute the
global straightness score. After N samples, the sample with the smallest straightness score is chosen as best sample. After
discarding curves whose corrected straightness exceeds a defined threshold, we obtain final set of inliers.
• Case 2: 3D line located within x-z-plane (aw = ∀x, bw =
0, Rw = (0, ∀x, 0)) and arbitrary ego-rotation along y-axis
(ω = (0, ∀x, 0)).
• Case 3: 3D line parallel to x-axis (aw = ∀x, bw = ∀x,
Rw = (0, π/2, 0)) and arbitrary ego-rotation along y-axis
(ω = (∀x, 0, 0)).
However, the configurations occur rarely in practice with
hand-held camera or with a camera embedded on a vehicle.

4. Automatic Selection of Actual 3D Lines
Since both 3D lines and curves will rendered as 2D
curves on image, the problem of how to automatically distinguish image curves corresponding to 3D lines from actual 3D curves arizes. Method of [15] uses 3 degree polynomial fitting to reject obvious outliers, but not ambiguous
ones. The method of [13] uses Huber M-estimator during joint estimation of motion parameters and vanishing directions to reject short Line Segments which are not sufficiently well oriented according to the vanishing directions.
Unfortunately, some of these LS survive the rejection process because they may be aligned with one of the vanishing directions despite not satisfying MW assumption, thus
participating to motion parameter computation. In this paper, we propose a 2-steps method (shown in Fig. 4) inspired
from RANSAC technique. This selection process aims not
only to reject features corresponding to non straight lines
(outliers) but also to maximize the number of features corresponding to actual straight lines (inliers), thus increasing
the accuracy and robustness of ego-motion calculation.
Step 1: The goal of this step is to generate a preliminary
set of candidate curves. Edge curves are first detected using
Canny detector and linked to close small gaps. Then short
curves (less than 20 pixels in experiments) are discarded.
Finally, curves which sufficiently fit hyperbolic polynomial
are selected basing on RMSE fitting error score.

Step 2: The second step is a global consistency verification.
It consists in the integration of the R4C method within a
RANSAC-like framework:
• Repeat N times
(i) Select a random sample Si = {C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 } of
4 four curves Cj among the candidate curves.
(ii) Run R4C to calculate ω i based on Si .
(iii) Perform forward mapping Eq-13 to all curves pixels and calculate straightnesses of each curves after correction.
• Select the sample with maximum number of inliers
(straightness of the corrected curve smaller than  pixels) as best solution over all samples.
• Refine the best solution by performing R4C again using the inliers.
The straightness of a curve is calculated by mean square
of perpendicular offset of each curve pixel to its corresponding least-squares- fitting line. We set  = 1 experimentally and the number of samples N is set automatically used
method in [6]

5. Experiments
In this section, We compare our method (R4C with automatic feature selection) to existing works [15, 14, 13] using
both synthetic and real data.
The experiments were conducted on a i5 CPU 2.8G Hz
with 4G RAM. It took around 4.1s for curve detection and
fitting, 1.9s for ego-motion estimation with automatic feature selection, and 0.1s for image correction with 240 × 320
size. The proposed method was implemented in MATLAB.
A improvement can be expected using C++.

Figure 5: Comparison of the proposed method with [15,
13] under different configurations (varying angular velocities, translation velocity, outlier curves number and image noise). We use mean value of estimated rotation errors
ērotate as a tool to quantitatively evaluate accuracy of egomotion estimation.

5.1. Synthetic RS Image Experiments
Grid Scene: We simulated a grid scene where MW assumption holds on as required by [15, 13] (but not by
our method). Images corresponding to random angularvelocities were generated using the following virtual camera parameters: focal = 1 unit, resolution as 640 × 480
and scan speed=7.5 × 10− 5s/row. Then values of ω were
computed from deformed edges using R4C. While groundtruths are available, we evaluated ego-rotation accuracy using both visual checking and mean value of estimated rotation errors ērotate [14] of each image row (calculated using
Eq-3). 100 values of ω were generated randomly in different directions. Since method in [14] which uses z-axis rotate model fails in most cases. We compared our method to
two other single-image based RS corrections methods also
using line features [15, 13].
The results in Fig. 6 (first row) show that our method
and [15, 13] obtain correct results under gentle conditions
(kdk = 5 unit/s, kωk = 5 during acquisition, RS image
with average 0.5 pixel noise and no outlier curves). However, significant differences appear when RS effect becomes
more important.
• Accuracy vs Angular Velocity: Experiments were carried
out with |ω| varying from 0 to 30 degree/frame. Results in
Fig. 5,6 show that the RS ego-motion estimation errors of
[15] climb from 0 to 14 degrees while errors of [13] keep
low under 15 deg/frame but dramatically increase with bigger ω. Inversely, R4C maintains the error under 1 deg.

Figure 6: Comparison of the proposed method with [13]
and [15] under gentle condition (first column), large ω (second column), large d (third column) and outlier presence
(fourth column).

• Accuracy vs Translation Velocity: Since all tested methods assume translation velocity is negligible during image
exposure, we now verify accuracy of these three methods if
RS translation velocity effect is significant. The translation
velocity d was increased from 0 to 12 unit/s which is extremely high and rarely occurs in a real application context.
The results in Fig. 5 shows that the three methods perform
stable and achieve errors under 1.2 degree with big translation velocities.
• Accuracy vs Outlier Curves: In this experiment, we simulated 3D straight lines and added 3D curves as outliers. The
number of outliers was increased from 0% to 50%. Results
in Fig. 5,6 show that both [15, 13] fail in presence of outliers. In contrast, thanks to automatic feature selection, our
method obtain correct correction in different settings.
• Accuracy vs Pixel Noise: We fixed the camera translational speed to 5 unit/s and the angular velocity to 5
deg/frame. We added a random Gausian noise to projected
curve points from 0 to 2 pixels. The results in Fig. 5 demonstrate that our approach is much more robust against increasing noises compared to [15, 13].
Complex Urban Scene: We evaluated performances of our
method compared to [15, 14, 13] using synthetic RS images.
Our first experiment based on a public synthetic RS image dataset [3] which contains multiple RS video filming a
house scene. Since ground-truth of camera ego-motion are
known, we keep using ērotate to evaluate accuracy of corrections. The results in Fig. 7 shows that [13] fails since
house roof and current lead violate MW assumption. Our
method and [15, 14] obtain corrected images visually close
to ground-truth image. However, both [15, 14] use simpli-

(a) Ground truth image

(d) ērotate = 40.81
Correction by [13]

(b) RS image

(c) ērotate = 2.28
Correction by [15]

(e) ērotate = 3.59
Correction by [14]

(f) ērotate = 1.21
Our method

Figure 7: Comparison of our method (f) with [15] (c), [14]
(d) and [13] (e) on a synthetic RS image dataset [3]. The
correction results are evaluated by using mean value of estimated rotation errors ērotate of each row compared to
ground-truth.

fied ego-motion model which can not recover ego-rotation
along all three x-y-z axis. In other words, visually acceptable correction does not ensure consistency of geometry.
We also perform our method with different baselines using
RS images from urban scene dataset [14] and results shown
are in Fig. 8.
The quantitative evaluation results in Fig. 7 using ērotate
demonstrate that our method not only offers visually pleasant corrected image, but also bales to recover images which
better fit GS-based 3D geometry. The third and fourth images are veiled by tree branches which can be regarded as
outliers. As a result, worse distortions are observed on corrected images of [15, 14] meanwhile our method and [14]
obtain similar corrections, however small curvature remains
on results of [14].
Since MW assumption holds on in the first RS image of
Fig. 8, except [15], there are no significant curvatures left in
the corrected images. However, [13] keeps effects of vertical shrinking while [14] and our method obtain better visual
corrections. The second RS image shows a circular building with many 3D curves. The correction results demonstrate that our proposed method can successfully filter outliers while [15] and [13] fail. One can note that the corrected image of our method preserves curves belonging to
the circular facade, meanwhile, [14] straights every curve.
Moreover, the curves obtained by our method fit better ellipse sections being the perspective projection of circles.

Figure 8: Visual comparison of the proposed method with
baselines [15, 13, 14]. The red boxes highlights the superiority of our method.

5.2. Real RS Image Experiments
We conduct the first real images experiment on a RS
video dataset [16]. Comparison of our frame-by-frame RS
corrections with methods of [15, 13, 14] are shown in Fig. 9.
We use the approach described in [13] to do a quantitative
evaluation by counting mean value of the number of found
inliers |RF | (point matches after estimating the fundamental matrix) between corrected frame pairs. The results show
our method obtains the higher inlier number and demonstrate that it can better recover the consistency of projection
geometry.
We also compared our method on a challenging complex
urban dataset which was captured by a Logitech camera
with strong RS effects. It can be seen that [15] obtain relatively acceptable corrections for the first image but fails for

(a) RS distorted image

(b) |RF | = 186.44
[15]

(c) |RF | = 212.39
[13]

(d) |RF | = 201.84
[14]

(e) |RF | = 216.91
Our method

Figure 9: An example frame from a RS video [16] (a). The correction results by [15, 13, 14] and by our method are shown in
(b)-(e). A quantitative evaluation using the mean number of found inliers |RF | between corrected frame pairs are also shown
below each corrected image.

Figure 10: Comparison of image correction results on two real RS images of a complex urban scene with strong RS effects
against to methods of [15, 13, 14].
the second image due to the difficulty in grouping curves.
Methods of [13, 14] fail in both cases because of the complexity of the scenes and the large angular velocities during
acquisition. In contrast, we can see that our method obtains
visually better corrections in both RS images.

6. Conclusions
We presented a novelty RS correction method which
uses line features. Unlike existing methods, which uses iterative solutions and make MW assumption, our method
R4C computes linearly the camera ego-motion using few
image features. Besides, the method was integrated in a
RANSAC-like framework which enables us reject outlier
curves making image correction more robust and fully automated.
Extensive experiments demonstrated the robustness and
the accuracy of the proposed method in variable complex
urban scenes or under extreme filming conditions. Specifically, our method not only produces visually pleasant corrections, but also is able to preserve consistency of geom-

etry. Thus, the proposed method in this paper can serve
for rolling shutter image correction as well as for preprocessing images in other computer vision applications
such as feature matching and tracking or SfM.
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